




To cut down on the time it takes to find phrases in the magazines, pre-
select pages that contain interesting uses of language.
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Whole class adaptations

Start with a simple word like ‘love’ or ‘friendship’ and ask pupils to write
down phrases of between 3 and 6 words that spring to mind. This can
be done as a solo task, in pairs or in small groups, as appropriate.

Now give out the magazines and ask them to find connected phrases.
Give some examples of what could count as ‘connected phrases’ so
that they are not just looking for concrete references to their word.
So, an interview with a singer who says ‘I love going home’ could fit in
a topic of ‘friendship’, or ‘feeling safe’, or ‘travel’.
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Whole class adaptations

Have a pre-prepared muddle of phrases that the class can help you
organise so that they understand the freedom of the task.

They can then follow the instructions on the card and create their
magic!

These can then stand alone as poems or a few can be selected for
turning into whole class songs.
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When studying similes and metaphors, utilise this structure to turn
them into songs or poems. This will help with the originality of the
comparisons, particularly if you insist that the poems have to rhyme. 

a

Links to Wider Curriculum

When starting to study a narrative or abstract poem, pre-prepare
packs of individual lines of the poem and pairs have to put them
together into what they think sounds like an engaging order. The focus
is on creating something interesting not getting it ‘right’.

Muddle up facts about a variety of scientific topics. In pairs, the pupils
must arrange the facts into the appropriate topics.

The above can also be applied to historical eras. Facts about the
Tudors, Elizabethans and Victorians, for instance.
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